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ROLTA  PHOTOGRAMMETRY  NUCLEUS

Rolta Photogrammetry Nucleus includes the functionality of Project management.
Project Management provides the Photogrammetry data management tools required for a 
production workflow. It has a wide range of auxiliary functions designed to simplify and optimize 
project processing.

Photogrammetry Manager

Model Setups

Image Utility - Faster Job Processing

Powerful Feature Editing Tools - 2D

Rolta Image Manager

The Photogrammetry Manager helps manage large jobs 

with the speed and flexibility needed for maximum 

efficiency in production. It provides for flexible project 

management, simple project layout, interactive point 

measurement, blunder detection and easy to use interface.

It allows for easy import of third party triangulation 

packages for project creation in its native format. A well 

guided workflow based procedure makes for effortless job 

operation. Ability to perform Interior orientation, Single 

Photo Resection, Relative Orientation, and Absolute 

Orientation on digital aerial photographs.

It enables a onetime set up for the whole project. It 

delivers image project management with automatic 

interior orientation, image pyramid generation, image 

rotations and image enhancement. Effective batch 

processing for increased efficiency and productivity.

A highly efficient, powerful vector collection and editing 

package makes for the most practical mapping tool today. 

It is easy to learn and offers fast data acquisition on 

orthophotos, powerful data storage and specialized 

mapping applications.

It is an application for viewing, enhancing and examining 

the remotely sensed raster imagery. It includes useful 

display tools such as fast roam, zoom, blend, flicker, 

swipe, image enhancement and numeric value display. It 

has layer management facility to handle multiple raster 

data in a single view port. The advanced tool like dynamic 

image enhancement allows the user to enhance the 

quality of the raster display dynamically while panning



Innovative Technology for Insightful Impact

ROLTA  PHOTOGRAMMETRY  NUCLEUS

Key Features

?

including definition and editing

?Fully automatic and manual interior orientation

?Batch image rotation

?Simple project layout allowing viewing of all 

photos and data

?Model import capability in orientation program

?Powerful yet easy to use interactive applications

?Fast keypad application support 

?Cursor masking hides vectors around cursor 

and cursor magnifier enlarges image around 

cursor 

?Object oriented Python user programming 

language support

?Unattended global editing with batch 

applications

?Tracking devices – It supports several System 

Mouse,  Immersion Device,  Trackball, Stealth 

3D (Immersion & USB) 

?Dynamic  image enhancement tool while 

visualization of raster data 

Camera and coordinate file maintenance 

Benefits

?

reading and export of aerial/satellite 

triangulation readings on unlimited sized 

blocks

?Ability to move photos and strips interactively 

in project layout

?Project management tasks can be performed 

in interactive and batch mode

?Inexpensive method of independent model 

measurement - does not require stereo 

hardware for monoscopic measurements

?Results windows provide immediate feedback 

to the operator on measurements taken

?Strong programming support with Function 

Keys and Macros

?Pragmatic set of mapping applications and 

batch routines and support for analog, 

analytical and softcopy stereo plotters

?Basic image enhancement tool for both 

visualization of raster data 

Easy to use interface allows the setting up, 
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